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"Deep understanding
of existence of
biomarkers & disease
progression
monitoring - key to
validating animal
model!" 
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VALID ANIMAL MODEL? 
But hold on! Are they
replicating disease
progression?

In the field of preclinical testing, biomarkers

have indeed been guiding researchers to

study and monitor the therapeutic efficiency

of any given drug. Having been evaluated and

standardised through large study samples,

these end-point references (physiology,

pathology or genetic biomarkers) certainly

benefit animal models in the evaluation of a

particular disease diagnosis.

 

But the real question here is, are these

references even a golden rule to be blindly

adhered to?

 

Well, yes and no!

While labs who replicate biomarkers in cell

line or animal models claim to create a

similar disease environment, what is the

underlying aim? 

 

Is it just striving to get red/green glow in

few large switches to declare the

functioning of compound or is it going a

step further to study the subtle changes in

physiological climate? 

 

Let’s take Alzheimer’s for example: What if

a zebrafish screened for overexpression

of Abeta or rat model for overexpression

of Gamma Secretase follow by

synucleinexpressed the particular

biomarker but did not develop the

behavioural path?

 

 In this scenario, although biomarker

expression could be quantified, the

original pathology was not replicated in

the physiological climate.

Watch out for Correlations
between Bleeding

esophageal varices &
Hepatorenal syndrome type

1 (HRS-1) + Indicators of
kidney function & median
survival rate along with

relevance to clinical
standards

"Zebrafish from Pentagrit facility
showing ascites"
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Faster Go To Market

Models
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"Invest on technology
which allows flexibility
and dynamic approach
to testing"
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INVESTING WISE ON
TECHNOLOGY ? 
Battle between precision
& flexibility 

As in other areas of pharma, use of technologies

in histopathology, genetic biomarkers or

biochemical testing in animal models are gaining

attention. These have indeed impacted the

accuracy, high-throughput and data integration

of testing process.

But the central idea that needs to be pondered

over is, to what extent is technology enhancing

the testing of animal models? While innovative

equipment and testing software/chambers

prove to widen the horizons of bioanalytic

testing or PK testing, it limits animal model to a

world of possibilities for the scientist.

Wondering how? Here it goes!

Let’s take cognitive assessment on Zebrafish for

example: In order to maximise efficiency, a

fancy maize engineered with huge investments

on video capture apparatus and latest

technology.

 

While this would tremendously accelerate the

testing time and pick on the intricate

attributes of the animal on a specific assay

test, would it allow for conduction of multiple

assessments? What if the animal required a

larger tank that would limit the high

throughput? Would the maize still be flexible

without crossing the bar of error? 

At this point in time, would you still be able

to justify the huge investment in technology?

The only way to rationalise technology

investment in preclinical testing is to bring in

flexibility and a dynamic approach to testing.

This could offer a whole world of tools to

scientists and it would be a realistic

elimination of borders of assay conditions.
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When modelling
Amoebiasis infection
, are you modeling

the cycle of the
pathogen as well?

""Zebrafish from Pentagrit facility
showing Amoebiasis""

Faster Go To

Market Models
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"Focus on the slightest
factors that would
cloud perception of
research scientists" 
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ARE YOU PERCEIVING YOUR
TEST RESULTS RIGHT? 
Blinded experiment is the
only highway to take!

It is an undeniable fact that sensitivity

towards animal model testing exists even

among the animal model scientists or

husbandry fellows. In lieu of building best

husbandry practices by watching and learning

from their actions, the scientist and fellows

indeed develop a deep connection with the

animals. From decades of time spent in the

lab, one can confidently tell upon the

excitement or agitation of the animal just by

looking at the swim pattern of the zebrafish. 

 

Yes, this indeed helps you gain mastery over

your lab but also greatly affects perception.

 

While the feed master would attribute the

excitement of fish to food, the tank master

would attribute the excitement to adding

fresh water in the tank. This psychological

connect not only impacts the objectivity of

judgement from a scientist perceptive but

also induces physiological signs in the

animal.

 

One of the best ways to avoiding

subjectivity is to blind the husbandry

fellows from the experimental plan. This

would not only ensure uniformity of

behaviour towards animals day after day

but also would prevent the animal from

showing any unrelated physiological traits.
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Zebrafish Advances

Promising model in
cardiovascular and
metabolic disease related
models owing to its genetic
similarity to mammals
(Benchoula et al., 2019)
Large scale embryo
production & rapid
development proves to be
excellent attributes of
Zebrafish to study
mechanism of action of
environmental pollutants
(Bambino et al., 2019)
Neural underpinnings of
stress can be effectively
studied using zebrafish
genetic models owing to
large collection of mutant &
transgenic lines (Chin JSR
et al., 2019)
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About the Company  

Pentagrit is a zebrafish discovery lab with focus on Safety and Efficacy studies in zebrafish models.

Models include genetic and xenograft models that can replicate human disease progress and

pathophysiology. The core value of Pentagrit is to resolve the burden of bringing drugs up the

pipeline, in amuch faster timeline than they have been currently. A deeper understanding of the

translation power of zebrafish enables Pentagrit to be a jumping board for Pharma companies to go to

market with an advantage. Pentagrit makes the zebrafish expertise possible by investing in centres of

excellence. Each segment of the zebrafish discovery mechanism is provided resources, time and

energy to be studied at a deeper level. Through this methods new mechanisms are unravelled that

could be exploited as a tool kit for discovery heads to validate their molecules.

Pentagrit Discovery Lab is located in Chennai, India near the Pallikaranai swamp home which is home

to several migratory birds. Our team is comprised of patriarchs from leading Academia at the US and

EU.  While the research and business teams conduct their research, our core value is to continue to

appreciate and respect nature at and around the lab.

Contributors
Renuka Bala - Regional Business Director
Kalaichitra. P - Scientific Director
Muralidharan. T - Research Assistant
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To know more about our Zebrafish models, please visit www.pentagrit.com or email us at
kal@pentagrit.com/ renuka@pentagrit.com 


